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COTAC Understanding Conservation School Structure: Introduction 
 
Council on Training in Architectural Conservation (COTAC) 
COTAC originated in 1959 in response to the need for training resources for practitioners in the repair and conservation of 
historic churches. Since its inception the Charity has consistently worked to lift standards across the UK’s conservation, repair 
and maintenance (CRM) sector. This has involved working in partnership with national agencies, professional and standard 
setting bodies, educational establishments and vocational training interests.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Pedigree of Understanding Conservation 
The 5 Understanding Conservation Units are based on and created around the 1993 International Council on Monuments 
and Sites (ICOMOS) Education and Training Guidelines. During the late 1990’s and early 2000’s an analysis of the ICOMOS 
Guidelines was produced but, at the time, this was considered 'academic' in its translation and a subsequent more pragmatic 
'Framework Document' was produced that distilled the preliminary work into five basic units of understanding. This 
subsequent document was developed and condensed with the support of the pan-professional Edinburgh Group under the 
auspices of Historic Scotland from 2003, the results of which created the original www.understandingconservation.org 
website launched during 2007. From 2008 the Edinburgh Group and the understandingconservation.org website has been 
enabled by COTAC, with the website content being updated in 2015 to incorporate Guidance offered by the revised edition 
of BS 7913:2013 Guide to the Conservation of Historic Buildings 
 
The relevance of the 1993 ICOMOS Guidelines is that they have been adopted by the UK’s Conservation Course Directors 
Forum (CCDF) where all the member courses agreed to observe them in their delivery. In addition, the Guidelines underpin 
all professional body peer-reviewed Accreditation in Architectural Conservation Schemes currently operated by a pan-
professional spread of bodies in the UK and Ireland, and the 2013 ICOMOS CIF International Training Committee ‘Principles 
for Capacity Building through Education and Training in Safeguarding and Integrated Conservation of Cultural Heritage’  
intentions. 
 
This new 2021 PDF edition of Understanding Conservation: The Need to be Skilled in the 5 Units of the Built Heritage, whilst 
retaining the previous 5 Unit structure, totally revises and updates the previous website content whilst also incorporating a 
wide range of new illustrative examples, especially chosen to enhance the text. Across the 5 Units images have been primarily 
sourced from Ingval Maxwell’s © photographic archive, with a small number incorporated from other sources in a manner 
as fair use educational material under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC-BY-
NC-SA) license, identifying and acknowledging the copyright holder wherever that has been possible. Whilst every care has 
been taken in the preparation of information in the Understanding Conservation 5 Units COTAC and its authors specifically 
exclude any liability for errors, omissions or otherwise arising from its content. 
 

© Ingval Maxwell and Barry J Bridgwood 2021 
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Cover Image: Dublin, Ireland © Ingval Maxwell 
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New Abbey, Dumfries and Galloway. Historical assets from the 13th, 18th and 19th centuries © Ingval Maxwell 
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COTAC Understanding Conservation School Structure Framework 

The diagram opposite illustrates the overall 
integrated approach that has been adopted 
by COTAC in compiling and offering this 
Learning material. Aimed at creating, 
through its website, an acknowledgment of 
architectural conservation matters. It does 
so through three strands of related 
information (as indicated in the four-
column diagram) where the various COTAC 
publication Series (offered in PDF format) 
can be identified by their ISSN number.  
 
This introduction concentrates on 
explaining what is offered by two of the 
diagrams stands - through the Insight Series 
1 and 2 content (ISSN 2753-9083), and the 
Understanding Conservation Series of Units 
(ISSN 2754-088X). In doing so it is hoped 
that a progression of knowledge develops 
from Insight 1 (Need to Appreciate the Built 
Heritage) combined with Insight 2 (Need to 
be Aware of the Built Heritage) to progress 
towards Understanding Conservation 
(Need to be Skilled in the Built Heritage) 

 
 

In support of these intentions, the fourth column (the third strand - listed under the www.cotac.global 
tab, but not addressed here), illustrates the other ISSN Series of COTAC CPD support materials. This is 
aimed at enhancing those who seek the Understanding Conservation 5 Unit Need to be skilled in 
approach. This material includes various Studies (ISSN 2634-7709), Conference Reports (ISSN 2632-
9166) and Newsletters (ISSN 2634-1093). In addition, a Digital Bibliography is offered to enhance the 
awareness of Exploring the 14 ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines, as illustrated by Insight 2, 
along with other relevant and related CPD information.  
 

 
Central Station, Antwerp. Frieze detail © Ingval Maxwell 
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COTAC Insight 1: ‘The Need to Appreciate’ the Built Heritage: User Intentions  
Insight 1 Units 1-6 Learning Handbooks and Image Sets 
 
With a focus on assisting The Need to Appreciate the Built Heritage, the COTAC Insight 1 series of six 
Units have been compiled by Barry J Bridgwood and Ingval Maxwell in furtherance of COTAC’s 
Educational Aims and Objectives. They have been prepared for a target audience that covers a wide 
range of cohorts including students, the public, crafts, trades, and professionals who wish to gain an 
‘Appreciation’ of practical heritage conservation, its associated challenges, working practices and the 
philosophy which underpins it.  
 
Each of the six Learning Unit Handbooks and the separate Image Sets of 24 full page illustrations are 
offered on-line in downloadable pdf format. The first of Insight 1’s five Units adopt a similar structure 
and intentions to that found in the Understanding Conservation (UC) 5 Units to underpinning that 
information with text in a more accessible form; whilst Insight 1 Unit 6 helps enhance that 
‘appreciation’ by creating an emphasis on what might be gleaned from a closer inspection of what is 
being looked at. To encourage an enquiring mind, each of Insight 1’s Units 1 -5 contain a relevant set 
of Question with suggested Answers that are incorporated within, and extracted from, the Unit texts. 
 
From a user’s perspective, the focus of all six Insight 1 Units is to help gain a comprehensive 
understanding of what the built heritage is about. Whilst his can be a complex process involving many 
actors, it is the intention to inform readers about ‘appreciating’ how the Built Heritage can be better 
protected: Thereby helping to facilitate its on-going sustainable use whilst it remains and continues to 
offer a tangible record of our past. To access and download the “Insight 1 Learning Handbooks and 
Image Sets” go to  www.cotac.global   > Menu >COTAC Learning > COTAC Insight 1> then Click on each 
Unit and Image Set thumbnail front page to source the PDF. In summary outline, the learning material 
is as follows: 
 

Insight 1 Unit 1 Learning Handbook:  What is Special and Why?  
 
Understanding construction, design, period, setting and location is 
important and necessary in order to be able to recognise what had occurred 
in the past. Significance, value and position in the landscape are essential 
aspects of a complete understanding of Worth. Support for cultural identity, 
the tourism industry and the economy is facilitated by the diversity and 
continuity of the Heritage. 

 

 
 

Insight 1 Unit 2 Learning Handbook: Is Appearance and Appeal Important?  
 
A range of traditional and locally available materials have been used 
historically to create the structures that exist today. A much greater variety 
of materials became available with the coming of the canals and railways. 
Until ca.1919, buildings were, in the main, constructed from this variety of 
wide-ranging material supplies. These materials contribute to many 
different distinctive colours and textures affecting how buildings looked. 

 

 
 

http://www.cotac.global/
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Insight 1 Unit 3 Learning Handbook: How Does a Building Work?  
 
A building has to withstand a lot of physical abuse during its lifetime of use 
and through poor or minimal maintenance. The effects of weather can also 
play a large part in the destruction of its architecture and detail by breaking 
down the material from which it is built. This generates a need to 
understand how it was first built alongside what has happened to it since 
and resulting from various and progressive changes. 

 

 
 

Insight 1 Unit 4 Learning Handbook: What Needs to be Thought About?  
 
Important heritage buildings and sites can be formally identified, recognised 
and classified in a variety of ways. Determining the needs of buildings and 
sites within a system of tiered value is essential: It is important to recognise 
that different conditions and considerations will apply to their future 
wellbeing. 

 

 
 

Insight 1 Unit 5 Learning Handbook: How Does What We Do Affect the 
Heritage? 
 
In determining what has to be done the question arises as to who needs to 
be involved in taking matters forward. Following on from gaining a 
comprehensive understanding of the building an appropriate and correct 
method of carrying out the proposed work has to be decided: Who should 
be involved in doing it and be responsible for ensuring that owners get what 
they have agreed to, all within budget and subject to necessary approvals. 

 
 

 
 

     
     
Insight 1 Unit 6: Incorporating Units 1 -5 Image Sets 
 
Relating specifically to the previous five Units, their associated Image Sets, each of 24 illustrations, 
should be viewed and used in conjunction with the contents of this Unit 6 Learning Handbook which 
offers further context to the captions with additional considerations to be thought about.  
 
The numerous illustrations have been incorporated to offer interest and appreciation of a large 
range of examples. They scope over local, national and international buildings and locations, 
supporting Units 1-5 text at a human interaction and scale, aiming to reveal related community 
and/or social values. These illustrations should be considered as integral components of Unit 6. 
Contemporary examples are included to offer a broader relevance. 
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Insight 1 Unit 6 Learning Handbook: Seeing What You are Looking At  
 
Using full-page viewing of the Units 1-5 Image Sets a lot is potentially 
revealed about the subject building, site or structure: including how it was 
constructed, its use of materials and how they have performed in use. 
Interpreting this information requires an ability to ‘read’ what is being 
looked at to get a greater understanding and appreciation. Unit 6 explores 
how supplementary information might be gleaned from the Image Set by 
offering notes entitled ‘Additional Considerations’ to aid interpretation. 

 

 
 
The COTAC Insight 1 Unit 1-6 Learning Handbooks’ progressive aim is to avoid misunderstandings and 
encourage a developing respect for the past via an appreciation of the Heritage its values and future. 
Each Handbook leads on to the next whilst remaining a comprehensive teaching component.  

The intention is to emulate the built heritage which similarly demonstrates a continuum reflecting 
history, development and influences that have formed society, whether at a local, national and/or 
international level.  

Throughout the adopted approach a variety of international illustrations have been specifically 
included to show the universal degrees of concern which exists, and the application of relevant 
appropriate solutions. These aim to enhance the meaning and understanding of the various texts. 

The Significance of the ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines 
 
Of National and International relevance, COTAC’s Structured on-line Learning approach and the 5 
Understanding Conservation Units are based on and created around the 1993 International Council 
on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) Education and Training Guidelines.  
 
The relevance of the ICOMOS Guidelines is that they have been adopted by the UK’s Conservation 
Course Directors Forum (CCDF) where, not only have all the member courses agreed to observe them 
in their delivery, but the course content is also regularly validated by their professional institutes.  
 
In addition, the Guidelines underpin all the professional body peer-reviewed accreditation in 
architectural conservation currently operated by a pan-professional spread of professional bodies in 
the UK and Ireland and the 2013 ICOMOS CIF International Training Committee ‘Principles for Capacity 
Building through Education and Training in Safeguarding and Integrated Conservation of Cultural 
Heritage’ intentions. Combined, the Understanding Conservation Units offer a framework for you to 
develop your conservation skills and abilities within that accepted framework.  
 
Since 1993, the 14 ICOMOS Guideline in Paragraph 5 a) - n) have maintained their relevance in offering 
a succinct framework to adopt when caring for the built heritage. Of the 251 briefly annotated images 
which shape COTAC’s supportive ‘Insight 2 a) - n)’ Image sets, these have been specifically prepared 
to illustrate their relevance in accordance with individual Guidelines and to enhance an Appreciation 
of the built heritage offered in COTAC’s Insight 1 Learning Handbooks and Understanding Conservation 
to be Skilled in 5 Units. 
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ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines 
 
The Education and Training Guidelines stated aim are to produce a broad range of 
conservationists who are able to: 

a) Read a monument, ensemble or site and identify its emotional, cultural and use 
significance 

b) Understand the history and technology of monuments, ensembles and sites in order to 
define their identity, plan for their conservation, and interpret the results of this 
research 

c) Understand the setting of a monument, ensemble or site, their content and 
surroundings, in relation to other buildings, gardens or landscapes 

d) Find and absorb all available sources of information relevant to the monument, 
ensemble or site being studied  

e) Understand and analyse the behaviour of monuments, ensembles and sites as complex 
systems 

f) Diagnose intrinsic and extrinsic causes of decay as a basis for appropriate action 
g) Inspect and make reports intelligible to non-specialist readers of monuments, ensembles 

and sites illustrated by graphic means such as sketches and photographs 
h) Know, understand and apply UNESCO conventions and recommendations, ICOMOS and 

other recognized Charters, regulations and guidelines 
i) Make balanced judgments based on shared ethical principles, and accept responsibility 

for the long term welfare of cultural heritage 
j) Recognize when advice must be sought and define the areas of need of study by 

different specialists, e.g. wall paintings, sculptures, and objects of artistic and cultural 
value, and/or studies of materials and systems 

k) Give expert advice on maintenance strategies, management policies and the policy 
framework for environmental protection and the preservation of monuments and their 
contents and sites 

l) Document works executed and make same accessible  
m) Work in multi-disciplinary groups using sound methods 
n) Be able to work with inhabitants, administrators and planners to resolve conflicts and to 

develop conservation strategies appropriate to local needs, abilities and resources 
 

 

 
Monteriggioni, Italy. Creating a surer footfall on a steeply inclined entrance approach © Ingval Maxwell 
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COTAC Insight 2 ‘The Need to be Aware’ of the Built Heritage: User Intentions  
Exploring the 14 ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines a) - n)  
 
With a focus on assisting The Need to be Aware of the Built Heritage, COTAC’s Insight 2 builds upon 
the six Units of Insight 1 and are explored in furtherance of COTAC’s Educational Aims and Objectives 
through via the ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines. The target audience also covers a wide 
range of cohorts including students, crafts, trades, and young professionals who wish to develop their 
Awareness of practical built heritage conservation issues, their associated challenges, working 
practices and underlying philosophy. Each of the 14 Explorations are offered as separate Image Sets 
in downloadable pdf format acting as linking material with Insight 1 Need to Appreciate Units and 
supporting the five Units of the related Understanding Conservation Need to be Skilled in approach. 
Each Insight 2 a) – n) Image Set has been prepared to be viewed in single page PDF format. Please 
note: In being so identified the Insight 2 Image Sets as 2 a) - n) exactly mirror the ICOMOS Education 
and Training Guidelines Paragraph 5 a) – n). 

The Image Sets should be read in conjunction with all publications in the Insight series. The following 
Need to be Skilled in Understanding Conservation 5 Units have also been prepared to assist 
practitioners compile a portfolio of personal evidence to help present as submission to professional 
institutes when seeking accreditation in architectural conservation in accordance with their 
professional institutes’ stated criteria. This approach relates to the ability to illustrate competence in 
effective decision-making whilst undertaking practical conservation work founded upon experience, 
and the ability to apply relevant philosophical arguments in support of pragmatic decisions. The 
overall approach is not intended to provide answers but offer a stimulus and route to a greater 
comprehension. It is intended to challenge an understanding of the skills and knowledge necessary to 
act effectively in making appropriate decisions as a conservation practitioner pursuing and resolving 
clients’ objectives. The 14 Images Sets are: 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline a)  
15 Image Set 
To ‘read’ a building there is a requirement to appreciate, be 
aware and understand how it was located, its relationship to 
surroundings, how it was constructed and used, its history, 
design, architectural style, and age, what different materials it 
was made from and what skills were involved in creating it, 
along with perceived social value to the public and community.  

 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline b)  
17 Image Set 
Numerous sources exist which explore a variety of architectural, 
periods, styles, and specialisms. They cover the full spectrum of 
prehistoric and historic developments. Much additional written 
and illustrative material is becoming freely available via the 
internet. Combined with archival maps and photographic 
evidence much can be gained to aid understanding.   
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Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline c)  
15 Image Set 
Whilst the value of some individual structures or sites may not 
warrant formal attention, their existence as part of a group of 
buildings, or in a wider location, can greatly increase their 
standing through the integration of harmonious features of 
value and significance. But if significant elements are disfigured 
or lost the unity of the setting could be compromised.  

 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline d)  
21 Image Set 
Whilst amalgamating the outcomes of addressing Guidelines a), 
b) and c), Guideline d) aims to suggest a deeper archival search 
would be equally beneficial. This could include a wide variety of 
sources. 

 
 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline e)  
17 Image Set 
Dealing with the complexity of understanding and assessing 
structures usually starts with the need to gain safe physical 
access to inspect and analyse requirements. Remote ‘drone’ 
acquired surveys can offer a safe alternative. 

 
 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline f)  
18 Image Set 
No matter how it is delivered, water is the fundamental engine 
of all decay processes, saturating or building up upon the 
materials that constitute the construction of the built heritage. 
In their wet state, complex interactions between different 
building materials can result. 

 
 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline g)  
15 Image Set 
A holistic approach to reporting on the needs of a heritage 
building should include, amongst other matters, an assessment 
of the risks involved. This to cover welfare, safety, access, and 
external and internal protection for structure and elements. 
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Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline h)  
24 Image Set 
The conservation of the historic environment is achieved 
through legislation, policy and practical guidance on good 
practice, including Charters and Conventions, National 
legislation and guidance, Planning Policy and Technical advice 
and information: available from a variety of sources, at national, 
local and European level.  

 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline i)  
18 Image Set 
The past has numerous examples of integrated design thinking 
and constructional quality, creating the challenge of ensuring 
that appropriate decisions are taken to ensure its survival when 
modern day needs are accommodated in a sustainable manner 
without unintentionally jeopardising future use possibilities.  

 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline j)  
18 Image Set 
Dealing with correct built heritage terminology is important 
when seeking advice from others. Icon clarifies the distinction 
between Conservation and Restoration – other organisations 
address the use of terms in a similar way. On dealing with 
existing building stock the construction industry needs to having 
access to the correct knowledge, skills and materials is essential.   

 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline k)  
19 Image Set 
Integration of practical considerations should underpin any 
approach when offering advice on management of maintenance 
strategies and policy direction. Dealing with built heritage 
requires integration of many key factors within a multi-level 
framework set against a variety of threats and opportunities; all 
requiring good communication and cooperation.   

 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline l)  
17 Image Set 
Dated archival drawings, supported by photographs and 
specifications indicating where and when remedial work was 
carried out, can add greatly to a fuller understanding in any 
future operational activity involving similar work. However, the 
issue remains as to where such records might be lodged and 
secured for future long-term reference.  
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Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline m) 21 
Image Set 
The Guidelines indicate a considerable. breadth of existing 
heritage, the great variety of actions and treatments required for 
their conservation dictates that many professions need to 
collaborate; the process will involve good communications and 
coordinated action. 

 
 
 

Exploring ICOMOS Education and Training Guideline n) 16 
Image Set 
All official Heritage Bodies provide on-line access that give 
details of their assets. These resources provide relevant details 
and information that can guide working with local communities 
and other interested parties in making relevant decisions on 
how the assets should be cared for. 

 
 
 

 
Cesky Krumlov, Czech Republic. Maintaining a watchful eye © Ingval Maxwell 
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The ‘Need to be Skilled in’ Understanding Conservation 5 Unit User Intentions 
 
The Understanding Conservation 5 Units are offered as an educational resource for all involved in, or 
interested in, the diverse and challenging demands of undertaking conservation of the historic 
environment. The Units build upon knowledge and understanding gained through exploring the 
content of COTAC’s Insight 1 and 2, as previously described. 
 

 
The immediate objective of building conservation is to secure the protection of built heritage, in 
the long-term interest of society". 

BS 7913: 2013. Section 0.1 General 
 

 

 
Great Hall, Prague Castle © Ingval Maxwell 

 
 
“Heritage plays a significant role in society, enhancing our wellbeing and quality of life, improving 
the way places are perceived, and engaging the general public.”  

English Heritage, Heritage and Society – Heritage Counts 2020 
 

 
 
“The object of conservation is to prolong the life of cultural heritage and, if possible, to clarify the 
artistic and historical messages therein without the loss of authenticity and meaning. Conservation 
is a cultural, artistic, technical and craft activity based on humanistic and scientific studies and 
systematic research. Conservation must respect the cultural context.”  

ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines Para 3 1993 
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Petra, Jordan. An ultimate application of sophisticated design and able craft skills © Ingval Maxwell 

 

 
Edinburgh. Changes over time © Ingval Maxwell 
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Pan-professional Conservation Accreditation/Certification Schemes  
 
The learning material described in this Understanding Conservation introductory volume has been 
created by COTAC in support of the cohorts of students, crafts, trades, and young professionals who 
wish to develop their appreciation, awareness, and skills in understanding practical built heritage 
conservation issues and their associated challenges. It has also been developed in support of the 
various professional body architectural and building conservation accreditation and certification 
schemes in the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland. Representative members of these bodies, 
along with a range of client interests, participate in regular, COTAC enabled, pan-professional 
Edinburgh Group meetings. See attached Annex A. Currently (2021) the following professional bodies 
operate a peer-review Conservation Accreditation or Certification Scheme in the UK and Republic of 
Ireland, are listed chronologically in accordance with when the schemes were initiated: 
• Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors   (RICS) 1992 
• Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland   (RIAS) 1995 
• Architects Accredited in Building Conservation   (AABC) 1998 
• The Institute of Conservation   (Icon) 1998 
• Institute of Historic Building Conservation   (IHBC) 2000 
• The Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland   (RIAI) 2001 
• Conservation Accreditation Register for Engineers  (CARE) 2003 

o Engineers Ireland (EI) (Linked with CARE) 
• Chartered Institute of Architectural Technologists  (CIAT) 2008 
• Royal Institute of British Architects   (RIBA) 2010 

o Royal Society of Architects in Wales (RSAW) (Incorporated in RIBA scheme) 
o Royal Society of Ulster Architects (RSUA) (Incorporated in RIBA scheme) 

• Chartered Institute of Building  (CIOB) 2017 
• Society of Chartered Surveyors Ireland   (SCSI) 2021 
 
Each of the accrediting professional bodies publish advisory material defining their operating criteria 
and scheme requirements; these can be accessed through the relevant professional body’s websites 
which refer to the learning value of the undernoted Understanding Conservation five Units.  
 

 
York. A range of assets requiring the application of competent decision-making © Ingval Maxwell  
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What the ‘Need to be Skilled in’ Understanding Conservation 5 Units Contain 
 
 
Unit 1: Cultural Significance  
 
Unit 1 focuses on informing the practical and pragmatic substance and 
assessment of significance that underpins conservation to assist users on 
how to contextualise their thoughts and approach with a greater 
understanding of current conservation philosophy and ethics. It 
integrating a detailed consideration across 9 of the Insight 2 14 ICOMOS 
Guidelines (5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5g, 5h, 5i, 5j & 5m) that also integrate with 
COTAC’s Insight 1 Unit 1: What is Special and Why? Learning Handbook 
as illustrated by the table below and Structure Framework on Page 4.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Unit 1 is intended to introduce you to the concepts on which the significance of a building or site is 
based. Cultural significance and its assessment are vitally important. It underpins all other actions. The 
consequent assessment of that importance imposes on you a responsibility to question your motives 
for intervention. It is designed to stimulate and encourage you to ask yourself some fundamental 
questions about why and how you intervene in the historic environment. Perhaps an even more 
fundamental question to address to yourself is — what, why and how is this building important enough 
to make me question my motives for intervention and how shall I plan and execute any work of 
intervention? 
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Unit 2: Aesthetic Qualities and Values 
 
Unit 2 focuses on contextualising the wider visual conservation issues of 
place and performance within a philosophical understanding and 
evaluation of aesthetics - integrating a detailed consideration across 5 of 
the Insight 2 14 ICOMOS Guidelines (5c, 5e, 5h, 5l & 5m) that also 
integrate with COTAC’s Insight 1 Unit 2: Is Appearance and Appeal 
Important? Learning Handbook as illustrated in the table below and 
Structure Framework on Page 4. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Unit 2 is designed to stimulate and encourage you to ask yourself some fundamental questions about 
why and how you might intervene in the historic environment and how aesthetic and functional values 
exist in building from the past. Perhaps an even more fundamental question to address is – what, why 
and how is this place or object important enough to make me question my motives for intervention 
and how shall I plan and execute any work of intervention? Additionally, it is intended to stimulate 
you to improve your understanding of aesthetic quality and value, its use and interpretation and how 
it informs, assists, and underpins any intervention process in respect of the historic environment.  
 
The Unit and the others in the Understanding Conservation set offers guidance to assist your own 
developmental improvement of knowledge. It will be a personal challenge intended to test your 
knowledge and, hopefully, point you in the direction of where to seek additional knowledge or, 
improve your understanding and reflect on your experience. This Unit offers a framework for you to 
develop; it is not intended to provide answers but merely stimulus and routes to comprehension. It is 
intended to challenge your understanding of the skills necessary to act as a conservation practitioner. 
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Unit 3: Investigation, Materials and Technology 
 
Unit 3 focuses on how to obtain relevant information across a wide 
range of technical parameters to aid effective decision making whilst 
acknowledging the substance/value of an asset - integrating a detailed 
consideration across 8 of the Insight 2 14 ICOMOS Guidelines (5b, 5d, 
5e, 5f, 5h, 5i, 5j & 5m) that also integrate with COTAC’s Insight 1 Unit 
3: How Does a Building Work? Learning Handbook as illustrated in the 
table below and Structure Framework on Page 4. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Unit 3 offers pointers to how such investigation might be structured and what needs to be covered. It 
demonstrates the importance of combining the knowledge gained by investigation and how this 
assists pre-intervention planning and helps to structure a conservation strategy. It outlines personal 
challenges, skills and procedures necessary to enable you to improve your knowledge of a cultural 
asset, its fabric, structure and pathology and how this helps define an understanding of how such 
factors affect intervention planning and may affect significance. 
 
Each section of Unit 3 comprises textual and illustrative information that together with, recommended 
reading, further reading and web sites to visit will assist you in gaining an understanding of the 
importance of the need to investigate and assess physical condition, how to evaluate it and use the 
knowledge gained to determine intervention strategy. 
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Unit 4: Social and Financial Issues  
 
Unit 4 enhances an understanding developed in the previous three 
Units and contextualises that with the recognition of the importance of 
reaching a satisfactory conclusion with all pertinent parties - integrating 
a detailed consideration across 9 of the Insight 2 14 ICOMOS Guidelines 
(5a, 5c, 5d, 5f, 5h, 5i, 5j, 5m & 5n) that also integrate with COTAC’s 
Insight 1 Unit 4: What Needs to be Thought About? Learning 
Handbook as illustrated in the table below and Structure Framework on 
Page 4. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Unit 4 demonstrates the importance of combining the knowledge gained by investigation and how 
such knowledge assists management and protection of an asset, facilitating a structured approach to 
conservation strategy. It outlines personal challenges, skills and procedures necessary to enable you 
to improve your knowledge of a cultural asset, its social importance and pressures placed upon it, as 
well as its context through use and by legislation. 
 
The Unit  is intended to stimulate you to improve your understanding of the reasons why it is necessary 
to investigate significance, coupled with a requirement to identify and analyse the effects of a broad 
range of issues, social, financial, funding and contextual together with other activities and pressures 
associated with the use and management of an asset and, formulate a conservation management 
strategy to protect significance. There is a need to understand the pressures of change and how they 
might impact on significance before contemplating any works of intervention associated with and part 
of the use and management of it. 
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Unit 5: Implementation and Management of 
Conservation Works  
 
Unit 5 restates the importance of operating with a philosophical and 
ethical understanding of conservation issues, and to be able to advise 
effectively on relevant current and future needs - integrating a detailed 
consideration across 7 of the Insight 2 14 ICOMOS Guidelines (5e, 5h, 5i, 
5j, 5k, 5m & 5n) that also integrate with COTAC’s Insight 1 Unit 5: How 
Does What we do Affect Heritage? Learning Handbook  as indicated in 
the table below and Structure Framework on page 4. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Unit 5 outlines personal challenges, skills and procedures necessary to enable you to improve your 
knowledge of cultural assets, their value to society and how this should be protected during 
intervention works. It will assist you in gaining a better understanding of the impact of the decisions 
you make when planning, managing and implementing interventions and how these decisions will, or 
may affect significance. 

There is a need to prepare specific briefs and scope of services for professional advisers, to clearly 
define the scope of work for Principal Contractors, contractors and directly employed labour and to 
ensure that knowledge, skills, and experience are matched to ability to undertake work without 
placing significance at risk. Clearly defined instructions will be required, and performance specification 
documentation carefully drawn up to ensure that providers of service, and the required outcomes, 
achieve the clients’ needs alongside the aims of conservation and future use without loss or damage 
to significance. 
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Self-learning Approach Contained within Understanding Conservation 5 Units  
 
Sets of Self-assessment and Self-Reflective Questions are incorporated throughout the 5 Units. These 
are designed to test and challenge your understanding and comprehension of each Unit and the 
overall concept of conservation philosophy and practice. They are rhetorical in nature and require you 
to respond in your own way. The in-text questions are progressive, aiming to build up to a better 
understanding in more effective decision making. They are also included within tinted boxes, as below, 
and intend to support and enhance what might be included as your submitted evidence should you 
consider applying for architectural conservation accreditation in the various schemes operated by the 
professional institutes and as required by the UK Home Countries Heritage Bodies requirements for 
the lead professional role on their repair grant schemes to be accredited in architectural conservation 
(See Annex A and B). 
 

 

Self-assessment and Self-reflective Questions  
These are incorporated throughout the 5 Units of Understanding Conservation. They aim to make 
you question your understanding and knowledge. You should be willing to recognise that, despite 
your experience gained through practice, there is a more complicated, challenging, and 
philosophical knowledge base that requires constant updating. These questions are not intended 
to provide answers but merely stimulus and routes to comprehension. They are intended to 
challenge your understanding of the skills necessary to act as a conservation practitioner. 
 

 

 
St Andrews Cathedral, Scotland. Tangible evidence from the past recorded in stone © Ingval Maxwell 

 
You should answer these questions by reference to both the text of each Unit and by reading the 
material suggested. Omission of these actions may reduce your understanding of each Unit. 
Completion of the reading suggested will provide better understanding of the discipline of 
conservation and how professionals within it function and operate to preserve and protect the historic 
environment. You should consider how the body of conservation knowledge is constantly being 
questioned, expanded, and added to and how the principles, ethics and philosophy of conservation 
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informs and structures any intervention response. A personal acceptance of this fact will help you to 
understand that you must also continually expand your own knowledge of conservation philosophy – 
it is subject to continuous change and your understanding of it needs constant updating. The 
important fact to recognise is that it is a process of personal improvement that needs to be self-
generated through enthusiasm for the subject! 

 

 
Miza Aziz Kolkaltash Tomb, Delhi. Craft Piercing of a sandstone slab © Ingval Maxwell 

 
Selected Quotations  
As noted above, and of National and International relevance, each of the 5 Understanding 
Conservation Unit are based on and created around the 1993 International Council on Monuments 
and Sites (ICOMOS) Education and Training Guidelines. They contains a variety of Selected Quotations 
specifically chosen to enhance the Unit intentions. Many of these also refer to the key relevance of 
understanding and applying the guidance offered in BS7913:2013 Guide to the conservation of historic 
buildings, published by BSI Standards Limited 2013 (ISBN 978 0 580 75778 5) which superseded an 
earlier edition, published in 1998. Throughout the 5 Units the quotations are included in tinted boxes, 
as exampled below: 

 
“…one should make sure at the very outset that there is a truly philosophical basis so that 
‘conservators’ shall not only be good practitioners, but scholars as well, knowing not only what 
they do, but why they do it…” 

Rawlins, I. 1945, a founding member of the International Institute for Conservation of 
Historic and Artistic Works 

 
“Conservation is largely the Art of controlling change.” 

Sir Bernard Feilden cited in Earl, J. (1997) Building Conservation Philosophy 
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Reflections on Understanding and Applying ICOMOS Education and Training 
Guidelines a) - n) 
  
Following study of the Insight 1 Learning Handbooks, viewing the Insight 2 14 Image Sets 2a) to 2n) 
and the Understanding Conservation 5 Unit, Users and Learners are encouraged to consider the 
potential implications and context of each Guideline in decision-making, where that may be relevant 
to their needs. This is offered as a related series of Reflections, in bullet point fashion, as follows: 
 
a) read a monument, ensemble or site and identify its emotional, cultural and use significance 

Reflect on Guideline a) by 
• Sourcing any relevant Official descriptions 
• Reflecting that these may also apply to related locations 
• Maintaining an open mind approach 
• Thinking laterally 
• Considering information developed from other Guidelines 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
b) understand the history and technology of monuments, ensembles or sites in order to define their 
identity, plan for their conservation, and interpret the results of this research 

Reflect on Guideline b) by 
• Considering that the diverse range of assets could include determining the: 
• Purposes behind its present identity 
• Functional and Structural aspects of its identity 
• Political influences behind its identity 
• Educational benefits deriving from its identity 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
c) understand the setting of a monument, ensemble or site, their contents and surroundings, in 
relation to other buildings, gardens or landscapes 

Reflect on Guideline c) by 
• Considering:  
• Functional and influential operational relationships 
• Geographical determinations and integrations 
• Associated adaptations 
• Integration of economic self-sufficiency 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
d) find and absorb all available sources of information relevant to the monument, ensemble or site 
being studied 

Reflect on Guideline d) by 
• Knowing where to get information and how to interpret it 
• Understanding the material and how it performs 
• Sourcing from the asset itself  
• Appreciating working and manufacturing methods  
• Appreciating the integration and combination of various materials 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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e) understand and analyze the behavior of monuments, ensembles and sites as complex systems 
Reflect on Guideline e) by 

• Appreciating what conditioned their location 
• Appreciating potential influences from the past 
• Interpreting how they overcome gravity 
• Understanding post and lintol, corbel and vault construction 
• Considering the effects and consequences of rainwater and variations in soiling 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
f) diagnose intrinsic and extrinsic causes of decay as a basis for appropriate action 

Reflect on Guideline f) by 
• Monitoring traffic wear and tear 
• Controlling water: the good, bad and ugly 
• Understanding material interactions 
• Avoiding creating pitfalls 
• Considering relevant degrees of intervention  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
g) inspect and make reports intelligible to non-specialist readers of monuments, ensembles or sites, 
illustrated by graphic means such as sketches and photographs 

Reflect on Guideline g) by 
• Analysing and interpreting the collated data on the asset, what and how it was built, 

and the challenges it faces 
• Sourcing and integrating constructional support information 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
h) know, understand and apply UNESCO conventions and recommendations, and ICOMOS and other 
recognized Charters, regulations and guidelines 

Reflect on Guideline h) by 
• Appreciating conservation has a considerable pedigree 
• Recognising that some definitions can vary on intent 
• Noting Legislation generally follows public opinion 
• Recognising some aspects of historic evidence can be controversial 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
i) make balanced judgments based on shared ethical principles, and accept responsibility for the 
long-term welfare of cultural heritage 

Reflect on Guideline i) by 
• Upholding a commitment to the past 
• Being clear about the terminology that is being used 
• Understanding the variable degrees of intervention 
• Being aware of the wider politics that might be in play 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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j) recognize when advice must be sought and define the areas of need of study by different specialists, 
e.g., wall paintings, sculpture and objects of artistic and historical value, and/or studies of materials 
and systems 

Reflect on Guideline j) by 
• Being aware of personal professional limitations 
• Having the ability to use recognised terminology  
• Considering the issues in a lateral framework 
• Being aware that several specialists may be required to address single issues 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
k) give expert advice on maintenance strategies, management policies and the policy framework for 
environmental protection and preservation of monuments and their contents, and sites 

Reflect on Guideline k) by 
• Understanding the regional materials and how they were won, worked and applied 
• Knowing the architectural styles and their constructional details 
• Creating a workable approach for others to follow 
• Establishing recommended timescales for action 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
l) document works executed and make same accessible 

Reflect on Guideline l) by 
• Recording pre-work condition and site survey evidence of asset and related pre-work 

documentation 
• Collating project documentation from archival record 
• Collating work progress materials 
• Compiling and integrating potential BIM4C relevant documentation 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
m) work in multi-disciplinary groups using sound methods 

Reflect on Guideline m) by 
• Acknowledging the aim of the intention 
• Determining the functions to be adopted 
• Appreciating the required variety of skills and specialisms 
• Appreciating the variety and lack of material suppliers 
• Understanding levels of threats and risks 
• Appreciating when ‘compromised’ decisions may have to be taken 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
n) be able to work with inhabitants, administrators and planners to resolve conflicts and to develop 
conservation strategies appropriate to local needs, abilities and resources 

Reflect on Guideline n) by 
• Promoting inherent worth and values 
• Understanding variable regional distinctions 
• Recognising resources concomitant with need  
• Appreciating inherent operating pressures 
• Enabling community engagement 
• Recognising challenges from modern pressures 
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COTAC Digital Bibliography in Support of the 14 Guidelines 
 
Each of the 14 Insight 2 Image Sets are supported by a Digital Bibliography that can also be accessed 
on the cotac.global website. This has been compiled in accordance with the 14 ICOMOS Guidelines 
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ICOMOS Education and Training Guidelines  
Paragraph 9: Training in Heritage Disaster 
 
In 2014 COTAC arranged and held its annual conference entitled ‘Fire and Flood in the Built 
Environment: Keeping the Threat at Bay’ examining principles and case histories to help designers and 
users benefit from lessons learnt in consequence of dealing with fire and flood incidents. See 
http://www.cotac.global/conferences/conf14/  As a follow-on it has created a separate Heritage 
Disaster section under the Edinburgh Group Menu tab: 
 

  

http://www.cotac.global/conferences/conf14/
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Annex A: 
Edinburgh Group Principles: December 2016 

Representing a range of professional bodies, and related interests, it is mutually agreed that the 
established Edinburgh Group (the Group) will continue to develop the work and principles as initially 
ratified by the integrated suite of Accreditation documentation prepared in 2003. The Group’s 
intention is to encourage a continuing common approach towards the development, monitoring, and 
promotion of historic environment conservation accreditation schemes for individual practitioners on 
a pan-professional basis. In doing so, the Group will acknowledge the wider conservation context and 
related initiatives likely to occur in the sector. The Council on Training in Architectural Conservation 
(COTAC) will enable and facilitate the Group [in its 6-monthly meeting cycle]. 

The underlying principle will be to help assure commissioning clients that accredited practitioners will 
have been determined “competent” to practice in conservation work and activities in their own 
discipline. This competence should be in accordance with the published ‘1993 ICOMOS Education and 
Training Guidelines’ and the ‘2013 ICOMOS CIF Capacity Building’ intentions; and through the peer-
review processes of their respective accreditation scheme. In appropriate official grant-aided 
circumstances the accredited practitioners’ assessment schemes and procedures should also be in 
accordance with the official UK Home Countries Protocol dated December 2016. (See Annex B) 

In pursuing the Group’s principles, it will operate with a pan-professional uniformity across the range 
of historic environment accreditation schemes to assist in: 

• Enabling the various professional institutes and bodies address their disciplines’ accreditation 
needs 

• Helping ensure a consistency in the approach, the standards used, and the defined outcomes of 
initial applications and subsequent re-accreditations 

• Refining and monitoring the dependability of the various assessment processes 
• Maintaining transparency and accountability in the processes 
• Increasing the number of practitioners eligible for accreditation  
• Maintaining a formal method of approach relative to deferral/refusal 
• Monitoring the introduction and development of structured support CPD programmes 
• Encouraging the creation of a pan-professional data-base of all accredited individuals 
• Promoting the endorsed lists of accredited practitioners. 
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Annex B: 
Requirement by the UK Home Countries Heritage Bodies for the lead professional role on 
their repair grant schemes to have conservation accreditation: December 2016 
 
Department for Communities Northern Ireland, Historic Environment Service (Cadw), Historic England 
and Historic Environment Scotland support the requirement for an applicant for their repair grants to 
employ a lead professional advisor with relevant specialist conservation knowledge, ability and 
experience. 
 
The lead professional advisor is required to deliver a range of services relating to repair grants which 
are described in the grant application information. These include analysis of condition, investigations, 
planning and specifying the work, and inspecting and certifying the work while it is in progress and 
after it is completed. 
 
To be recognised as eligible to be the lead professional adviser on their repair grants an individual 
needs to satisfy the UK Home Countries Heritage Bodies that:  

I. Their professional training and competences will enable the delivery of the services required 
of the lead professional in their grant schemes, &  

II. Their conservation accreditation scheme meets the following criteria:  
• Accreditation of individuals rather than companies or practices  
• Schemes should be open to all suitably qualified and experienced members of the relevant 

professional disciplines  
• Assessment of a verifiable record of work carried out demonstrating experience and 

competence  
• Assessment by suitably experienced, impartial assessors against agreed criteria together 

with reassessment on a regular basis  
• The use of the ICOMOS Guidelines for Education and Training in the Conservation of 

Monuments, Ensembles and Sites  
• An ethical and linked disciplinary framework to ensure that standards are observed and 

maintained 
 
Historic England and Historic Environment Scotland both operate this requirement on their repair 
grants. Cadw will introduce the requirement from January 2018. From April 2017, the Historic 
Environment Division of the Northern Ireland Department for Communities will have the same 
requirement for proposals seeking support of £10,000 or more from its Historic Environment Fund. 
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